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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. SCHOOL - CAFETERIA - DAY

It's the middle of lunch period which means the cafeteria's
about as busy as it's going to get. CHESS stands among the
chaos, loading up her tray.

BEAR slides up next to her, looking as dumb and yet as
charming as ever.

BEAR
So Chess, I hear you're having a
party tonight!

Chess glances up at him and smiles sweetly.

CHESS
Not a party, the party. I presume
you're coming?

BEAR
There any cute boys going?

CHESS
You'll have to see for yourself!

With a small WINK, she takes her tray and moves off into
the chaos of the room. It takes her time but she manages
to navigate her way across to a table where only one other
person is sat:

DREW. He doesn't look too happy. His lunch is untouched
and he stares blankly into the distance. He doesn't even
notice Chess sit down beside him.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Earth to Drew?

DREW
Huh?

He blinks, coming back to the world of the living. He
glances over at Chess. Frowns.

DREW (CONT'D)
Been there long?

CHESS
Enough to witness your catatonic
state. What's up?

DREW
Parent trouble.

Chess just continues to watch him. He's not getting away
with that vague answer.
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DREW (CONT'D)
My Dad's skipping out on us for
the holidays. He's got a business
trip to Europe.

CHESS
Oh, ouch! You've still got your
mom though...

DREW
Really? My irresponsible cougar of
a mother? I'm not sure she even
really counts as a parent.

Chess can't help but chuckle. Drew just stares. After a
few awkward moments, Chess stops. Clears her throat.

CHESS
Well my Dad's still gonna be here.
If you need any parental advice,
he's got plenty.

DREW
(quick)

He's still on board for the party,
right?

CHESS
Him and the entire school. I just
had Bear come ask about it. I
literally don't know anyone who's
not planning to come.

DREW
Except Brandon.

Drew starts to pick at his food, never making a motion to
eat any of it. Chess watches him sympathetically.

CHESS
Still no luck with him, huh?

DREW
Pretty sure I'm still the devil in
his eyes.

(beat)
Maybe in Isaac's, too.

CHESS
But hey, Kian is Team Drew! That's
something, right?

All at once, everybody's CELL PHONES start to BEEP with
new message notifications. Drew doesn't even move to check.

DREW
Let me guess, SVH Exposed?
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Chess checks the message, her excited smile turning into a
look of exasperation.

DREW (CONT'D)
It's about me, huh?

CHESS
(reads)

It's not a party without everybody's
favorite slut causing some drama -
who is Drew Cunningham going to
pull into his web this time? Easy
targets like the Howell twins or
another straight guy like Brandon?
The boys of SVH better watch out.

Drew becomes aware of all the people staring across the
cafeteria at him. He slowly lowers his head to the table.

DREW (V.O.)
Just great.

As Chess tries to shield him from onlookers:

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. SCHOOL - CORRIDOR - DAY

Chess is at her locker, fixing her hair using a mirror
perched inside her locker door. SHANNON storms over, looking
like the picturesque definition of anger.

CHESS
(sighs)

Oh, here we go.

SHANNON
What do you think you're doing?

CHESS
Fixing my hair?

SHANNON
No, dumbass. The party! The one
you're throwing at the same time
as the Winter Formal?!

Chess continues to fix her hair and ignore her. Shannon
reaches out and SLAMS the locker door shut.

CHESS
Okay, rude!

SHANNON
You're the rude one! You did this
deliberately!

Shannon PRODS her in the shoulder. Chess just raises her
eyebrows in bemusement.

CHESS
So what if I did?

SHANNON
This was supposed to be my night
but now the only thing people are
talking about is you!

The news causes a smirk to flicker across Chess' face.

CHESS
Maybe you should have thought up a
better idea then!

(gloating)
I mean, if it didn't suck so hard
maybe people would actually be
going.

She starts to walk away from Shannon.
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CHESS (CONT'D)
Oh and Drew gave me the idea so
save half the rage for him, thanks!
Enjoy your party!

And with that, she struts away.

SHANNON
You're just as much of a bitch as
Alice is, you know!

That final comment causes Chess to pause. She thinks it
over for a moment - before she SHRUGS and keeps walking.

Shannon is left to simmer in her rage alone.

EXT. SCHOOL - JUNKIES PARADISE - DAY

As always, BRANDON is sat alone at his favorite spot in
school: Junkies Paradise. He smokes a blunt, eyes on the
ground and keeping silent.

He looks even more troubled than usual. Worried, even.

Drew watches him from afar, his face a mix of confusing
emotions.

DREW (V.O.)
Here goes nothing. Preparing to
have my head bitten off in 3, 2...

(aloud)
Brandon, hey!

Brandon just rolls his eyes as Drew approaches. He doesn't
even look up.

DREW (CONT'D)
Everything alright?

BRANDON
Until now, yeah.

He looks up. Fixes Drew with a steely glare.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
What do you want?

DREW
Me and Chess are throwing a party
tonight --

BRANDON
And you want me there?

He just LAUGHS. It's not a friendly laugh at all though,
it's almost mocking in its tone.
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BRANDON (CONT'D)
You do remember what happened the
last time I went to a party with
you guys, right? I almost got outed.

DREW
Hey, that wasn't my fault - or
Chess' fault for that matter!

BRANDON
That's not even mentioning the
fact you accused my girlfriend --

DREW (V.O.)
Beard.

BRANDON
-- of being SVH Exposed and then
got her secrets splashed on the
front page.

He throws the blunt down on the floor and stamps on it to
put it out.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
So please, forgive me if I'd rather
be elsewhere.

DREW
Tell me that elsewhere isn't the
Winter Formal because really?

BRANDON
(scoffs)

As if. Olivia's meeting my mom
tonight. We're having dinner.

Now it's Drew's turn to LAUGH at him.

DREW
How very civilized of you!

(sarcastic)
Maybe Olivia's a good influence on
you after all?

Brandon's expression just darkens as Drew continues to run
his mouth:

DREW (CONT'D)
I mean, you're sitting down for
dinner and I haven't even seen you
punch anyone all week!

(sneers)
Hey, got any more plans to run my
friends over or is that off the
table too?!

BRANDON
Fuck you.
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He immediately starts to walk away. Drew realizes what
he's said and chases after him, GRABBING his arm.

DREW
Brandon, I'm sorry! I wasn't
thinking--

Brandon shrugs him off.

BRANDON
Go bug someone else, Cunningham.
We're done.

He starts to storm away.

DREW
Look, I hate that we're like this.
You seem like a cool guy and maybe
if you would just be honest for
once, we could be friends but--

(sighs)
But no, if you want to keep living
a lie then go ahead. I don't care
that much.

His words cause Brandon to pause. He thinks them over for
a moment before he continues to walk away. Drew watches
him go, a pained expression on his face.

EXT. SCHOOL - COURTYARD - DAY

ISAAC is sat alone at a bench, his usual posse strangely
nowhere to be seen. In his hands is an old novel, something
classy like "The Beautiful & The Damned".

Definitely not "50 Shades of Grey", at least.

KIAN starts to walk past. When he sees Isaac though, he
stops. Glances around in confusion.

KIAN
Aren't you supposed to have a
fanclub or something?

Isaac doesn't even look up.

ISAAC
It's my private time. I sent them
to go get me things.

KIAN
They always do what you tell them
to? That sounds...

(smirks)
Useful.

Finally Isaac glances up. Raises an eyebrow at him.
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ISAAC
Can I help you?

KIAN
No, I'm just making this thing
called conversation. Us lowly
nobodies like to do it.

ISAAC
You really consider yourself a
nobody?

KIAN
(grins)

You consider yourself a celebrity?

His quick response stumps Isaac. He thinks about it.

ISAAC
In a fashion.

KIAN
Exactly.

ISAAC
Was that some deep comment about
your insecurities or you just being
an ass to confuse me?

KIAN
(shrugs)

Take your pick.
(hesitates)

You going to Drew's party tonight?

Isaac closes his book. Looks up at Kian properly, watching
him closely.

Just the mention of Drew's name creates tension in the air
between them. Neither of them break eye contact.

ISAAC
Are you?

KIAN
(narrows his eyes)

Yeah, I'm gonna be there.

Isaac stares at him long and hard. LAUGHS.

ISAAC
Cut the third degree, Drew's all
yours. I've already got my date.

Kian blinks in surprise. He falters for a moment, before:

KIAN
Does Exposed know that?
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ISAAC
I imagine they will right after
you walk away.

It takes a few moment but finally the meaning behind Isaac's
words sinks in. Kian frowns.

KIAN
You saying I'm Exposed?

ISAAC
Trust nobody, right?

He spots ALICE approaching them, quickly picks up his book
and stands.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Excuse me, I need to go find that
fanclub of mine.

He makes a very swift exit just as Alice reaches them.
Kian finally sees her and lets out a sigh.

KIAN
Must you scare away everyone I
ever talk to?

ALICE
You really want to befriend him?

Alice turns slightly to watch Isaac's retreating back.
Like magic, he's surrounded by his fanclub again.

ALICE (CONT'D)
I mean, he's hot but that's about
all he's got going for him.

Kian watches his sister closely, the frown never leaving
his lips.

KIAN
You're acting... worryingly normal.

She turns to look at him better, her lips flicking up into
a small, dangerous smirk.

ALICE
You know, I heard there's gonna be
a party tonight.

There's a pause. Kian stares at her, his expression going
from bemusement to confusion in a few seconds flat.

KIAN
That Chess and Drew are running.
There's no way you're going...
right?
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ALICE
(shrugs)

I guess you'll have to see.

She skips away, SMIRKING to herself.

KIAN
Uh oh.

The worry is written all over his face. This isn't good.

EXT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - AFTERNOON

VIV and MR BELL are in the back yard of the Bell house,
hanging up decorations.

MR BELL
How're you doing?

VIV
I'm fine. I think I'm almost done.

MR BELL
I meant... Drew told me about Chris
going away for Christmas.

The decoration drops from Viv's hands.

VIV
Oops!

She quickly reaches down to grab it, purposefully avoiding
Mr Bell's eye in the process.

MR BELL
I understand if you don't want to
talk about it, I...

He trails off. They fall into silence for a while.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
You know, if you don't have other
plans, you and Drew could always
come here for Christmas.

(grins)
It's only me and Chess for the
holidays, we don't have any
relatives to ruin it.

Viv finally looks his way, a soft smile on her lips.

VIV
I think Drew would like that.

They share a smile.
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INT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - CHESS' ROOM - NEXT

Chess and Drew are sat on her bed, piles of clothes
scattered around them as Chess tries to choose an outfit.
It looks almost like a bomb site if bombs were a lot more
fashionable.

DREW (V.O.)
When Chess asks for help choosing
an outfit, what she really means
is that she needs somebody to
compliment her every other minute
no matter what she's wearing. You
don't actually help her pick
anything.

Chess throws another dress into a pile on the floor.

CHESS
You think you're gonna get some
tonight?

DREW
(laughs)

Knowing my luck, I'll probably get
high and make out with three more
guys just in time to ruin all of
our holidays!

CHESS
(teasing)

You little slut, you.

DREW
Embracing it, not really loving it
that much.

Chess can't help but chuckle at her quote being used like
that. She picks up a short skirt from the floor and looks
very closely at it.

DREW (CONT'D)
Come on, just pick at outfit
already! We've been here for hours!

CHESS
(ignores him)

What if it's Isaac or Kian?

DREW
You're going to wear them?

She throws the skirt at him, hitting him in the face!

CHESS
No, you egg! What if either of
them make a move?

He peels the skirt off his face and throws it aside.
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DREW
Apparently Isaac's got a new man
and Kian...

(sighs)
I'm not even sure what's going on
there. I mean, I'm pretty sure he
likes me but I don't know if I
like him that way.

Chess glances over to meet Drew's eye. She suddenly gets
very serious as she perches on the end of the bed.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Oh here we go.

CHESS
Don't rush it with them. With any
boy, for that matter. It just leads
to you getting hurt and I'm pretty
sure you've had enough of that
these past few months.

DREW
Wise words with Chess Bell, huh?

CHESS
Hold up, I've got more: Don't let
your happiness depend on the boy
on your arm.

(beat)
You're worth more than that.

She smiles at Drew, taking his hands in hers. He can't
help but grin back in return, his eyes getting a little
teary.

INT. PEWTER HOUSEHOLD - DINING ROOM - EVENING

Brandon is sat at the dining table with his girlfriend
OLIVIA, GRETCHEN PEWTER and his younger brother, JEREMY.
They're currently in the process of saying grace.

GRETCHEN PEWTER
Amen.

The others echo her.

Not a moment later, Jeremy's getting stuck into his food.
The others follow suit. Olivia takes her first bite and
smiles, nodding in appreciation.

OLIVIA
This is lovely, Ms Pewter.

GRETCHEN PEWTER
I'm glad you like it, dear!

BRANDON
Yeah, it's great, Mom.
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JEREMY
(mimicking)

Yeah, it's great, Mom.

Jeremy sticks his tongue out at Brandon. The older brother
just chuckles softly.

Ms Pewter looks between Olivia and Brandon, a wide smile
spreading over her face. Brandon hasn't noticed but Olivia
watches her closely.

GRETCHEN PEWTER
You know, I'm glad Brandon finally
got himself a girlfriend. I was
getting worried about him!

Brandon shifts uncomfortably. Jeremy GIGGLES.

OLIVIA
(laughs)

Oh, I'm not his girlfriend!

A deathly silence falls over them all. Brandon's expression
drops in horror: What the fuck?

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

EXT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - EVENING

The party is in full swing: loud music, Christmas lights,
people dancing... it's a party-goers dream, basically.

FOCUS ON a pair of red HIGH HEELS at the entrance. PAN UP
to reveal a short but sexy RED DRESS and then the person
wearing it all: Alice.

She struts into the thick of the party, having never looked
so confident before. The crowd parts like the red sea as
if nothing had ever changed - or, more specifically, as if
Alice's boyfriend hadn't cheated on her with another guy.

A hand wraps around her waist and pulls her back against a
masculine body. PRESTON leans down, placing light kisses
on her ear.

PRESTON
You're looking hot tonight.

ALICE
Aren't I always?

She pulls out of his grasp and turns to look at him. He
doesn't hide the fact he's totally checking her out.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Do me a favor, tell everyone to
check Exposed in about ten minutes,
then come find me.

(smirks)
I know you prefer me when I'm bad.

With a sly WINK, she skips away into the crowd. Preston
watches her go, practically drooling.

Across the party, Chess luckily hasn't seen them. She's
wearing a short black dress and her hair's all done up.
She's never looked hotter.

She spots Shannon stood nearby with her stalker/boyfriend
BEN LOCKE. They make eye contact, Chess smiles - but Shannon
just turns her nose up at her and runs away.

CHESS
(mutters)

Why do I even try?

Ben glances nervously at Shannon.

BEN
You, uh, having a good time?

She rounds on him, her expression one of fury.
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SHANNON
Do I look like I am?

(enraged)
I should be throwing the biggest
party in school right now but thanks
to Chess we only sold three tickets
and my event got cancelled, no I
am not alright!

Ben just stares, wide eyed in fear. She takes in a breath,
cooling down a little.

BEN
Need a drink?

Shannon spies Mr Bell stood alone near the doors to the
house and immediately gets a crazed look in her eyes.

SHANNON
Kiss me.

She doesn't even let him initiate it, she just GRABS him
by the jacket and pulls him into a desperate and sloppy
KISS. It's more embarrassing than seductive.

Mr Bell spots them. He looks very alarmed.

She pulls away from Ben and makes a beeline for Mr Bell
without so much as a goodbye to her boyfriend, literally
pushing people away in order to get closer.

BEN
Is that a yes to the drink?

Seeing her rapidly advance, Mr Bell's eyes go wide and he
starts to back away - when Viv steps into her path. She
doesn't exactly look very friendly, either.

VIV
You must be Shannon.

Shannon stares at her, wide eyed in fear. She nods.

VIV (CONT'D)
I've heard a lot about you, Shan.
Mostly about the fact you're a
psycho bitch stalking your teacher
when he very clearly has no
interest.

Viv smiles but there's nothing sweet about it at all.

VIV (CONT'D)
Is that your boyfriend?

She nods towards Ben. Shannon doesn't say or do anything.

VIV (CONT'D)
So that's a yes then.
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She leans in, her smile getting even wider. It's getting
on the creepy side.

VIV (CONT'D)
If you don't leave Mr Bell alone,
I will fuck your boyfriend in every
room of your house, tape it and
replace every single one of your
DVDs with that sex tape.

(beat)
Do you really want the image of me
fucking your boyfriend to haunt
you for the rest of your life?

Shannon very quickly shakes her head.

VIV (CONT'D)
Good, now run along! I need to go
real boy-hunting.

Shannon doesn't need to be told twice, she very quickly
FLEES the party.

Viv turns to find that Mr Bell is gone but Chess is watching
her, looking very impressed.

CHESS
I dunno what you just told her but
thank you.

VIV
(shrugs)

Anything for you, doll.

With her smile much more pleasant and a skip in her step,
Viv moves away. Chess can't help but laugh.

DREW (O.S.)
What's so funny?

Drew moves up beside her, a half-finished drink in his
hand. Something about his demeanor says it may not be his
first of the night.

CHESS
Your mom is a badass. I think
Shannon's now scarred for life.

DREW
My mom has a way of doing that.

(nervous)
You hear the Exposed rumors?

Chess immediately turns to look at him, worry written all
across her face.

CHESS
What rumors?
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DREW
Apparently there's a huge gossip
bomb dropping in --

(checks his watch)
Eight minutes. Preston's telling
everyone.

CHESS
Preston's here?

DREW
(miserable)

It's probably about me, isn't it?

He downs the rest of his drink in a few seconds flat. Chess
sighs and turns to him, taking his hands into her own.

CHESS
Look, you've had your Miley-at-the-
VMA's moment, you've got nothing
to be afraid of from here on out.

(grins)
You have no secrets left for Exposed
to out!

Drew pauses. Thinks about it. Starts to smile. Laughs even.

DREW
You're right, I really don't.

CHESS
That's the spirit!

She leans in to give him a KISS on the cheek.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Now go have some fun!

She practically pushes Drew back into the party, laughing
as he starts to dance with a bunch of strangers.

The minute he's out of sight though, her smile falls and
is replaced by a WORRIED expression.

Drew BUMPS into someone, almost falling over in the process!
He turns to see who it was and comes face to face with
Isaac. On each of Isaac's arm is JENSEN and JARED, the
creepy identical twins. They all stare at Drew in surprise.

DREW
Oh! Hi... guys.

The awkward tension in the air is practically tangible.

JENSEN & JARED
Hey Drew!
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Creepy smiles spread over their faces. Drew very quickly
decides to stop looking at them and instead only focuses
on Isaac.

DREW
So you're seeing the twins.
That's... unexpected.

ISAAC
Two is better than one, right?

DREW
I wouldn't know.

He eyes the twins with confusion.

DREW (CONT'D)
I really wouldn't know.

(voice-over)
Thankfully.

ISAAC
We should get going. Gonna find an
empty room so we can fuck.

The tone in Isaac's voice makes it sound very childish and
pathetic. It still makes Drew looks away though.

DREW
You go do that, I'll be... here.

(voice-over)
Trying not to vomit at the ick of
it all.

Without another word, Isaac pulls the twins away.

JENSEN & JARED
Bye Drew!

Drew finally looks up at their retreating forms before
letting out a small SIGH as relief washes over his face.

The minute they're far away enough, Isaac lets go of the
twins and turns to them.

ISAAC
You've done your jobs. Thanks.

He walks away without another word. The twins watch him
go, shaking his heads and judging from afar.

JENSEN
He is one sad puppy.

JARED
One sad, neutered puppy.

With a final look at the retreating Isaac, they start to
dirty dance together. It's all very gross.
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INT. PEWTER HOUSEHOLD - DINING ROOM - EVENING

The scene at the dinner table has only gotten worse. Jeremy
is CRYING, Brandon is as white as a sheet and Ms Pewter is
only getting redder with anger as Olivia continues to run
her mouth.

OLIVIA
Yeah, everyone at school knows, I
just thought he'd told you by now!

BRANDON
Shut the fuck up!

(to his mom)
Mom, she's lying! You've gotta
believe me, she's a liar!

OLIVIA
I don't see what the problem is, I
mean you made out with Drew
Cunningham and everyone's fine
with him being gay. I mean, sure,
he's the easiest guy in school but --

GRETCHEN PEWTER
That is enough!

She rounds on Olivia, who doesn't even flinch.

GRETCHEN PEWTER (CONT'D)
Get out of my house!

OLIVIA
I'm going.

With a final SMIRK at Brandon, she gets up and exits.

BRANDON
Mom, you gotta believe me, she's
lying!

He gets up and starts to follow Olivia. Ms Pewter grabs
his arm, stopping him. He doesn't move any further.

GRETCHEN PEWTER
(voice shaking)

Jeremy, go to your room.

Jeremy doesn't move, he just continues to cry.

GRETCHEN PEWTER (CONT'D)
(yells)

Go to your room!

He scuttles away, hiding his face.

BRANDON
Mom, please --
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GRETCHEN PEWTER
No! You are a liar, you are a faggot
and you are not my son!

BRANDON
(yells back)

You really think I even want to be
your son?!

She SLAPS him! He recoils - she hits him again!

BRANDON (CONT'D)
What the fuck?!

GRETCHEN PEWTER
(yells)

How dare you! How dare you
disrespect your family like that,
disrespect me?

She hits him a third time. A fourth. Brandon does his best
to cover his face from her hand.

GRETCHEN PEWTER (CONT'D)
You are a disgrace, a disgusting --

She pulls her hand back to hit him again but that's it, he
finally breaks:

He PUSHES her back - she trips and FALLS to the floor!

They're both too stunned to speak. They just stare at one
another. Brandon's angry expression turns to sadness...

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSEHOLD - PARENTS' ROOM - EVENING

Amidst all the mess of clothes and other personal items,
CHRIS packs his suitcase in total silence - which makes it
so very easy for him to hear the sound of FOOTSTEPS coming
up the stairs!

He pauses, grabbing a STATUETTE from the bedside table
when the unseen person KNOCKS on the door!

MR BELL (O.S.)
(through the door)

Chris, you in there? It's Jon.

With a SIGH, Chris relaxes and puts the statuette down.

CHRIS
Come in.

Mr Bell enters, taking in the mess with some surprise.

CHRIS (CONT'D)
How'd you get into the house?
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MR BELL
Chess told me where the hide-a-key
was. I'm guessing Drew told her.

CHRIS
I think any other parent would be
surprised.

With a soft smile, he returns to packing his suitcase.

MR BELL
Are you really gonna do this?

CHRIS
It's good money, Jon.

MR BELL
There's more to life than money.
Family, for one thing.

Chris pauses, closing his eyes for a moment. Mr Bell watches
him, frowning in concern.

CHRIS
It would help if my family actually
wanted me here. The only good I
can do for them is going on this
trip and supporting them that way.

MR BELL
You don't honestly believe that,
do you?

Chris opens his eyes. Looks over at his friend. It's pretty
clear from his expression that he really does.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Of course your family want you
here. I heard Chess on the phone
to Drew and Viv won't even talk
about it.

(beat)
Maybe they don't show it but they
do want you here. They need you
here.

Neither of them breaks eye contact. Chris now looks a lot
more conflicted.

EXT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - NIGHT

Drew dances happily with Bear, not really paying much
attention to anything other than the hunky guy he's with
and the sound of the music -

DREW (V.O.)
There's something refreshing about
having no secrets.

(MORE)
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DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Okay, there's a lot of things
refreshing about having no secrets
and I plan to enjoy all of those--

That is, until Kian joins them.

Drew freezes up for a moment and Bear looks between the
two of them before slipping away.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
You're kidding me. Gee, thanks
Bear. Good to know I can count on
you to cut and run when I need a
distraction.

Kian just smiles at him and starts to dance closer and
closer. Drew puts on a smile and dances too, but he's moving
backwards with every step.

KIAN
Look, I think it's time I'm honest
with you. I like you.

(beat)
I like you a lot.

Drew stops dancing, blinking in surprise.

KIAN (CONT'D)
I know you've had all this trouble
with Isaac and Brandon but... I
want you. I want to be your friend,
your boyfriend, everything. I can't
keep lying about this.

He stops dancing too. He reaches out and takes Drew's hands
in his own.

KIAN (CONT'D)
So yeah, that's me. I like you, I
want you and if you don't mind
then I'm gonna go in for a kiss
now...

He does just that - until Drew puts a hand to his lips,
stopping him.

DREW
Kian, look --

Before he can even explain, Kian pulls back and sighs in
irritation. A guilty look flashes over Drew's face.

KIAN
Is this where you say I'm "a great
guy and all" but you're not ready?
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DREW
No.

(confident)
This is where I say thank you for
your interest but right now, the
only guy I want in my pants is me.

He stands up a little straighter, smiles a little more.

DREW (CONT'D)
I moved here three months ago,
I've already made out with six
guys and had sex with two of them.

(sighs)
I'm moving too fast, I want to
slow down. I want everybody to see
the real me, not to see me as "that
easy kid who sleeps with all the
guys".

(chuckles)
I wanna be Drew Cunningham, nothing
more and nothing less. I am going
to embrace me and I'm going to
love me. Nobody else.

Kian stares at him. Starts to smile.

DREW (CONT'D)
(confused)

What?

KIAN
You know, you're a lot cooler than
people give you credit for.

(nods)
I respect that.

Just as the last word leaves his mouth, the party is
interrupted by multiple sounds of phones BLEEPING all at
once.

DREW (V.O.)
Here goes nothing.

He pulls out his phone and checks the message. He's not
the only one either - pretty much everyone is attached to
their phone screens right now.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(reads)

Remember when Brandon said that
his kiss with Drew was just an
experiment? What a liar. Turns out
he's about as gay as the day is
long and now mommy dearest knows
it too.

(MORE)
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DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(beat)

Want to thank someone for the
announcement? Look no further than
the last two girls he dated. What
a scheme they just pulled off!

(beat)
They walk away with their
reputations restored and Brandon's
virginity in hand. Brandon, though?
Our poor baby has nothing. Shame.

Kian looks up from his phone and spies Alice looking very
happy. He immediately makes a beeline for her.

KIAN
You and Olivia planned this?! I
can't believe you!

Alice just smirks back at him.

ALICE
You're such a naive boy, Kian.

(dark)
Don't underestimate me.

Her expression lightens for a moment as she flashes him a
girly smile and walks away, leaving him in shock.

On her way out of the party, she passes a stunned looking
Chess and stops momentarily.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Oh, you've got a long way to go if
you want to be Head Bitch.

She starts to walk away.

CHESS
I'm coming for the crown!

(smiles)
Just a warning.

Alice meets her eyes for a second. LAUGHS.

Chess doesn't falter.

Drew quickly joins her, lightly touching her arm to pull
her attention away from Alice.

DREW
I should go and see if he's okay,
shouldn't I? I mean, they had sex
and she did this to him...

CHESS
(sighs)

Drew, it's not your responsibility.
(MORE)
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CHESS (CONT'D)
Brandon is his own man, this is
his mess and he needs to be the
one to sort things out.

DREW
But he needs a friend --

CHESS
And that friend shouldn't be you.

She takes his hands in hers. Gives them a squeeze.

CHESS (CONT'D)
You're finally free of this mess,
you don't need to start it all up
again.

(beat)
He's gonna have it tough, yeah,
but he's a big guy. He'll get
through it. Without you.

DREW
Gee, when did you get so big on
tough love?

CHESS
When you started to need it.

(smiles)
You're my best friend, Drew. It's
my job to look out for you.

DREW
(grins)

You do a great job at it.

He pulls her into a tight EMBRACE that she's happy to
return. Everybody around them is still gossiping or in
shock but not them. They alone look genuinely happy.

Unseen to them both, Mr Bell shuffles back into the party,
reading something off of his phone that only makes him
look even more worried than he usually does.

He makes his way through the gossiping teenagers to stand
next to Viv.

MR BELL
You and Drew should head home.

She stares at him in confusion.

VIV
That was rather abrupt, did--

MR BELL
Trust me on this one, please. Go
home, you'll see why.
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He pockets his cell phone and looks around at the chattering
excited crowd.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
(sighs)

Besides, after that, I think this
party is over.

Off of his grim expression:

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSEHOLD - PORCH - NIGHT

Drew's car pulls up in the driveway, right next to Chris'
car. The doors open and Viv immediately jumps out, looking
from Chris' car to the lights on in the house.

VIV
(surprised)

Your father's still here.

DREW
Wasn't he supposed to be long gone
by now?

VIV
That was the idea...

Viv's face sinks into a frown. Drew, on the other hand,
looks excited.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSEHOLD - LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Drew and Viv walk into the living room to see Chris waiting
for them, sat in an arm chair.

DREW
You're staying?

CHRIS
Something came up.

He nods towards the back of the room. Drew turns his head
slightly to see BRANDON stood there, a bag at his feet!

BRANDON
I didn't know where else to go.

The tears are still damp on his cheeks. Drew stares at him
in surprise, as we:

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF ACT TWO
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